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Whether the style is contemporary, European, Prairie, or

traditional, nationally recognized Smuckler Architecture

designs for the specific needs of its clients and their

individual lifestyles. Principal Jack Smuckler believes

hiring an architect is analogous to commissioning an

artist or sculptor to create a one-of-a-kind work of art for

a client to live in. The firm that bears his name combines

both architectural and construction services for local

clients in order to translate its artistic visions into reality.

Serving as both architect and builder, he says, eliminates

the possibility of a flawed interpretation and results in

greater clarity with regard to all details involved, from

materials to client communication. For over twenty-five

years, Smuckler Architecture has brought a high level of

experience, creativity, insight and workmanship to its

clients. The firm’s collection of residential homes is

diverse in style, yet the spaces are all extremely

functional to meet client needs. Most important, the

homes translate dreams into architectural reality. 

This 6,500-square-foot residence on Lake Minnetonka in Minnesota features modern elements and classic lines for a timeless design. CONTEMPORARY STYLING



COOL AND SLEEK LIMESTONE FLOORING CONTRASTS WITH THE CURVED GOLD-LEAFED
WALLS OF A MODERN ENTRY.
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NATURAL ELEMENTS Stone pillars anchor this rustic Minnesota golf course home, accented with Californian clear redwood.



INTERIOR STONE ACCENTS BRING THE EXTERIOR MATERIALS INSIDE.
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HOME COMFORTSStately stone columns lend architectural weight to the design of this 6,700-square-foot Eden Prairie, Minnesota home.



1REPEAT STATE
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MULTIPLE LEVELS EXPLOIT THE UNIQUE ELEVATIONS OF THIS 8,000-SQUARE-FOOT BRYANT LAKE, MINNESOTA HOME,
CROWNED WITH A SKYLIGHT TO ACCENTUATE THE FOYER.
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SEAMLESS TRANSITIONS A Lakeville, Minnesota home with a procession of columns and impressive ceiling details divide living, dining and entertaining spaces.


